Abstract-Inspired by humans' ability to adapt to changing environments, this paper proposes an adaptive human model that mimics the crossover model despite input bandwidth deviations and plant uncertainties. The proposed human pilot model structure is based on the model reference adaptive control, and the adaptive laws are obtained using the LyapunovKrasovskii stability criteria applied to the overall closed loop system including the human pilot and the plant. The proposed model can be employed for human-in-the-loop stability and performance analyses with different controllers and plant types. A numerical example is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unique abilities of humans such as adaptive behavior in dynamic environments, and social interaction and moral judgment capabilities, make humans essential elements of many control loops, operating in close collaboration with autonomy. Compared to human control, autonomy provides higher computational performance and multi-tasking capabilities without any fatigue, stress, or boredom [1] , [2] .
Apart from their individual strengths, humans and autonomy have their own weaknesses. Compared to automatic control, the probability of human error causing system failure is higher. Moreover, humans may have anxiety, fear and unconsciousness during operations. In the tasks that require increased attention and focus, humans may tend to provide high gain control inputs which can cause undesired oscillations. One example of this phenomenon, for example, is the occurrence of pilot induced oscillations (PIO), where undesired and sustained oscillations are observed due to an abnormal coupling between the aircraft and the pilot [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Similarly, there exists cases, where the autonomy fails due to an uncertainty, fault or cyber-attack [7] . Thus, it may be more preferable to design systems where humans and automation work in harmony, complementing each other, resulting in a structure that benefits from the advantages of both.
A mathematically rigorous investigation of human in the loop dynamics help develop safe control mechanisms, and provide a better realization and understanding of human control actions and limitations [8] , [9] , [10] . To achieve this purpose, reliable human mathematical models are required. One of the first human models in aeronautics is proposed by McRuer in [11] used in closed loop stability analysis [12] . In [13] , [14] and [15] , it is emphasized that every control intention has to be translated to a body movement by the neuromuscular system, and a transfer function model is proposed illustrating this observation. Crossover model, another human pilot model defined in [16] , is motivated from the empirical observation that human pilots adapt their responses in such a way that the overall open loop system dynamics resembles that of a welldesigned feedback system. Several approaches are developed to identify the parameters of the two fundamental models, McRuer and neuromuscular models. In [17] , a two-step method using wavelets and a windowed maximum likelihood estimation method are exploited for the estimation of timevarying pilot model parameters. In [18] , the Linear Parameter Varying model identification framework is incorporated to estimate time-varying human state space representation matrices. Subsystem identification is used in [19] to model the control strategies of the human in the loop.
There also exist pilot models in the literature that mimics the adaptation ability of humans. In [20] and [21] , the behavior of human in the loop is formulated and adaptive rules are provided based on expert experiences about human adaptive behavior in the control loop. The human pilot models proposed in [20] and [21] are shown, using simulations, to follow the crossover model. A survey on various human models can be found in [22] and [23] .
In this paper, we built upon the earlier successful models and propose an adaptive human pilot model that modifies its behavior based on deviations in the forcing function (reference input) bandwidth and plant uncertainties. The contribution of this work is developing an adaptive human model that is shown, using rigorous mathematical analysis, to follow the crossover model, in the presence of plant uncertainties and time delays. To the best of authors' knowledge, this has not been achieved earlier in the literature. The adaptive laws are obtained based on the Lyapunov-Krasovskii stability criteria. This paper is organized as follow. Section II presents the crossover law, and introduces the dynamics of the plant, human neuromuscular system and the reference model. Obtaining reference model parameters is discussed in Section III. Section IV presents the human adaptive control strategy and the stability analysis. Numerical examples are used in Section V to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in the simulation environment. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. 
near the crossover frequency (ω c ), where Y h is the transfer function of the human pilot and Y p is the transfer function of the plant. τ is the effective time delay, including transport delays and high frequency neuromuscular lags. Consider the following plant dynamicṡ
where x p ∈ R np is the plant state vector, u p ∈ R mp is the input vector, A p ∈ R np×np is an unknown state matrix, B p ∈ R np×mp is an unknown input matrix.
The human neuromuscular model [24] , [11] is represented in state space form aṡ
where x h ∈ R n h is the neuromuscular state vector, A h ∈ R n h ×n h is the state matrix, B h ∈ R n h ×m h is the input matrix, C h ∈ R mp×n h is the output matrix and D h ∈ R mp×m h is the control output matrix. u ∈ R m h is the neuromuscular input vector, which represents the control decisions taken by the human and fed to the neuromuscular system, y h ∈ R mp is the output vector, and τ ∈ R + is a known, constant delay. The neuromuscular model parameters are assumed to be known and the output of the model, y h , is used as the plant input u p in (2) , that is y h = u p (see fig.  1 ).
By combining the human pilot and plant states, we obtain the open loop human-plant dynamics as
which can be written in the following compact forṁ
where
The goal is to obtain the input u(t) in (3), which is the control decision of the pilot, such that the closed loop system consisting of the adaptive human pilot model and the plant follow the output of a unity feedback reference model with an open loop crossover transfer function. The closed loop transfer function of the reference model is therefore calculated as
An approximation of (6) can be given aŝ
where n = n h + n p , m ≤ n are positive real constants, and a i and b j for i = 0, ..., n − 1 and j = 0, ..., m − 1, are real constants to be estimated. The reference model then can be obtained as the state space representation of (7) aṡ
where x m ∈ R (n h +np) is the reference model state vector, A m ∈ R (n h +np)×(n h +np) is the state matrix, B m ∈ R (n h +np)×m h is the input matrix, and r ∈ R m h is the reference input.
III. REFERENCE MODEL PARAMETERS
The crossover transfer function (1) contains the crossover frequency, ω c , which is not known a priori. Experimental data, showing the reference input (r(t)) frequency bandwidth, ω i , versus crossover frequency ω c , is provided in [14] and [16] , for plant transfer functions K, K/s and K/s 2 . We fit polynomials to these experimental results to obtain the crossover frequency of the open loop transfer function given a reference input frequency bandwidth. These polynomials are given in Table I . It is noted that when the reference input has multiple frequency components, the highest frequency is used to calculate the crossover frequency. Remark 1. In this work, we use the polynomial relationships provided in Table I for zero, first and second order plant dynamics with nonzero poles and zeros. Further experimental work with humans are planned by the authors to obtain more precise crossover vs reference input frequency relationships. IV. HUMAN CONTROL COMMAND The adaptive human decision command, u(t), is determined as
where K x ∈ R m h ×(n h +np) , and K r ∈ R m h ×m h . Using (9) and (5), the closed loop dynamics can be obtained aṡ
(10) Equation (9) describes a non-causal decision command which requires future values of the states. This problem can be eliminated by solving the differential equation (5) as a τ -seconds ahead predictor as
(11) Assumption 1. There exist ideal parameters K * r and K * x satisfying the following matching conditions
By substituting (11) into (9), the control input can be written as
By defining θ x (t) and λ(t, η) as
the controller (13) can be written as (see fig. 1 )
The ideal values of θ x and λ can be obtained as
Since A hp and B hp are unknown, θ x and λ need to be estimated. The closed loop dynamics can be obtained using (5) and (15) aṡ
Defining the deviations of the adaptive parameters from their ideal values asθ x = θ x − θ * x andλ = λ − λ * , and adding and subtracting A m x hp (t) to (17) , and using (12), we havė
Using (11), (18) is rewritten aṡ
Defining the tracking error as e(t) = x hp − x m , and subtracting (8) from (19) , and using (12), and following the same procedure as given in [25] for unknown input matrices, we havė (16) and (21), we obtain thaṫ
Using (14) and (22), we obtain thaṫ 
Theorem 1. Given the initial conditionsθ 1 (ξ),λ 1 (ξ, η), Φ(ξ) and x hp (ξ) for ξ ∈ [−τ, 0], and u(ζ) for ζ ∈ [−2τ, 0], there exists a τ * such that for all τ ∈ [0, τ * ], the humanplant system (5), with the controller (15) , and the following adaptive lawsθ
where P is the symmetric positive definite matrix satisfying the Lyapunov equation A T m P +P A m = −Q for a symmetric positive definite matrix Q, follow the crossover model (8) , while all the signals remain bounded. It is noted that the controller parameters can be obtained usingK r = K rΦ K r , θ x (t) = K r (t)θ 1 (t) and λ(t) = K r (t)λ 1 (t). Proof. Consider a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional ( [26] ; [27] )
∂t . The derivative of V (t) can be calculated by using Leibniz's rule, that is
dt , and the trace operator property tr(
Using (24)- (27) , the upper bound of (29) can be obtained aṡ
, for the non-positiveness ofV (t), we need to satisfy
It can be shown using proof by induction that (31) is satisfied for all t > t 0 and τ ∈ [0, τ * ], and all the signals of the system are bounded. Then, using Barbalat's Lemma, it can be shown that the error between the human-in-theloop system output x hp and the reference model output x m converges to zero. It is noted that the error dynamics (24) , the adaptive laws (25)- (27) , the Lyapunov function candidate (28) and the inequality (31) that needs to be satisfied to show the non-positiveness of the Lyapunov function candidate are similar to those given in [26] . Therefore, the procedure that needs to be followed to complete the proof can be found in [26] and omitted here.
The above analysis implies the global stability in {e,θ 1 , Φ,λ 1 } space. However, we are interested in {e,θ 1 ,K r ,λ 1 } space since K r , not Φ, is used in the calculation of the control signal. Since Φ = K * r
r , to ensure the boundedness of all signals in the closed loop system, projection algorithm [30] can be used in the adaptive law for K r as:
Remark 2. In order to implement the control signal (15), the integral term is approximated as Table I s+4.88e −0.3s using MATLAB system identification toolbox.
The overall system, whose block diagram is given in figure  1 , is simulated using the mentioned reference signal and introducing an anomaly at t = 25 s, which is modeled by changing the plant model to Y p (s) = 2 s+0.5 . Figures 2-4 illustrate the time evolution of human adaptive parameters, the adaptation laws that are used to obtain which are provided in (25)- (27) . It is noted that a four-point discretization is used to approximate the integral in (15) . Figure 5 shows how the human-plant system output x hp is able to follow the crossover reference model output x m , before and after the anomaly at t = 25 s. In figure 6 , the human decision-making signal u(t) is depicted together with the neuromuscular system output y h . It is seen that the neuromuscular dynamics slightly amplifies and delays the decision signal.
VI. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, an adaptive human pilot model with time delay, operating based on model reference adaptive control principles, is proposed. This model mimics the pilot decision making process by making sure that the overall closed loop system follows the crossover model in the presence of plant uncertainties. The stability of the system is shown using the Lyapunov-Krasovskii stability criteria. It is shown via simulations that the proposed pilot model is able to track the crossover model even after an anomaly is introduced to the system.
